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Inside this issue: 

Welcome to our first offi-

cial electronic newslet-

ter. After the success of a 

trial in the summer with 

the previous issue every-

one seems happy to re-

ceive these newsletters 

in pdf form. The advan-

tages to the branch are 

obvious—it’s much 

cheaper to produce and 

it is to be honest much 

less work (I mean hours 

less) for myself as the 

time that is spent print-

ing and posting can often 

(as you all know) hold an 

issue up for far longer 

than it should. It’s defi-

nitely a greener and 

more environmentally 

friendly way to do 

things. It also means  we 

can do away with post-

age supplements. Any-

one e who has paid the 

supplement for 2008-09 

and has computer access 

will get the payment 

refunded. Please bear 

with me on this one, as 

our PayPal account is 

currently undergoing 

(even more) verification 

so I can’t send out pay-

ments until that is fin-

ished. 

If anyone is having prob-

lems receiving the news-

letter then please let me 

know. I will always post 

on the website and fo-

rum to let people know 

that an issue has gone 

out. 

Some of our members do 

not have computer ac-

cess, and we also send 

out some copies to librar-

ies and other societies in 

order to promote the 

wire harp, so it is likely 

that we will still print a 

small number (probably 

about a dozen at most) 

each issue to send to 

these people. 

This issue has a couple 

of articles by Bill Taylor, 

a report on his trip to 

Dinan, on a version of 

the Otway harp and on 

the fascinating Finnish 

kantele. Shahnaz Mo-

sam looks at various 

tunes from her reper-

toire, and also brings in 

the first festive touch of 

the year, giving us all 

plenty of time to get 

those Christmas tunes 

ready for December. 

Web watch is focusing on 

waulking songs in prepa-

ration for future articles 

on Gaelic song. 

It’s great to see more 

contributors and to have 

plenty of things for an 

issue! As ever if you 

have something you’d 

like to contribute then 

please get in touch! 

Karen 

Going Green! 

September 2008 

Branch AGM 13 October 2008 

Agenda for the AGM of 

the Wire Branch, 13 

October 2008, Brahan 

Estate 

 

1. Apologies for absence 

2.  Approval of the min-

utes from the AGM 

held on 8 October 2007 

3.  Matters arising 

4.  Convener's remarks 

5.  Treasurer's report 

6.  Future develop-

ments of the Wire 

Branch 

7.  Election of officers 

8.  Any other competent 

business 

9.  Date and location of 

the next meeting 

Please send any 

thoughts or comments 

which you wish to be 

discussed at the AGM 

to Bill in advance of the 

meeting. 



The medieval town of Dinan in 

Brittany hosted the 25th harp 

festival, or "Rencontres Interna-

tionales de Harpes Celtiques", 

from 9th-14th July.  Like the 

Edinburgh International Harp 

Festival, there 

were a variety of 

tutors, large con-

certs, recitals, 

workshops, dem-

onstrations and an 

exhibition.  But 

there are impor-

tant differ-

ences.  For one, 

the food was bet-

ter!  Everything 

stopped at mid-

day and everyone 

gathered for a large 3-course 

lunch, with wine, bien sûr.  The 

evening meals, whilst less sub-

stantial, still linger in the mem-

ory.  The students were grouped 

into classes as children, teenag-

ers, beginning adults, experi-

enced players and professional 

harpers.  Instead of students reg-

istering to study with particular 

tutors, the teachers rotated 

around to teach the different 

groups.  So the students were all 

exposed to the different styles 

and personalities of the teach-

ers.   

 

This year, I was invited to par-

ticipate in the festival because 

the husband & wife director 

team of Myrdhin & Zil wanted to 

highlight the importance of the 

wire-strung harp in traditional 

Celtic music. I was one of four 

wire players, and each of us was 

invited to perform in a large con-

cert, give a solo recital and teach 

several classes.  The large con-

certs were held at the Théâtre 

des Jacobins, in the centre of the 

town.  Other venues included the 

Castle itself, halls at the college 

of Les Cordeliers, with its       

monastic cloister, and the exqui-

site art nouveau residence Mai-

son de la Grande Vigne, home of 

the artist Yvonne Jeanne-Haffen. 

 

We four wire players gave a 

group concert early in the festi-

val, which pointed the differ-

ences between personality, tech-

nique and repertoire.  Just be-

cause we're all playing the same 

kinds of harp doesn't mean we'll 

all come up with 

the same sort of 

music!  And yet, 

we realized as we 

waited to go on 

from the back 

stage, that we 

were all bearded 

men, wearing 

eyeglasses, with 

fingernails, who 

played wire-

strung 

harps.  Instead of the 4 

Tenors, we joked about being the 

4 Barbarians.  Myrdhin (http://

telenn.net/), long-established 

wire-strung player in Brittany, 

began the programme with a 

set of original compositions, 

including several songs. He 

played a large Sirr harp made 

by Frank Sievert (http://

www.sievert-harps.de/

index_e.html).  The next per-

former was new to me -- 

Dimitri Boekhoorn (http://

www.harpe.canalblog.com/), 

who played a lyrical set of 

ancient Irish music.  He is 

originally from Holland but 

now teaches Celtic civilization in 

Rennes.  Dimitri was playing a 

very special harp based on the 

Castle Otway harp made by the 

Swiss maker Claude Bioley 

(http://www.harpes-bioley.ch/), 

and strung completely in 

gold.  (See separate article 

about this harp.)  Stefan Bat-

tige (http://www.harpion.de/) 

from Germany was the next 

performer, who used an Ardival 

"Rose" (http://

www.ardival.com/), and played 

a set of Irish and Scottish 

pieces.  I played last, also using 

a "Rose" and performed all      

ancient Scottish tunes.  The most 

difficult thing was introducing 

all the tunes in French!  At the 

end, we all joined together to 

play a piece familiar to Dinan 

audiences, a 4-part gavotte writ-

ten by Myrdhin called 

"Rencontre".  Everyone liked it 

so much, they demanded that we 

play it again as an encore.  It 

was quite a stirring moment to 

have a full house shrieking for 

more wire-strung harp music!     

 

A few days later I gave a solo 

recital in the drawing room of a 

magnificent art nouveau house 

overlooking Dinan port, set on a 

sloping hill surrounded by twist-

ing garden lanes and flower-

beds.  The afternoon weather 

had everything from blazing sun-

shine to lashing rain, but the 

crowded audience seemed to en-

joy spending the time listening to 

a programme of more ancient 

Scottish harp music. 

 

 

Harps in Dinan 
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Dimitri Boekhorn 

Stegan Battige 



Within the classes, students all 

had gut-strung lever harps, but 

Myrdhin wanted them to hear 

and to learn the music of the 

wire-strung harp.  So, following 

the strict orders of the festival, I 

taught everything by ear and 

handed out the music at the 

end.  Several students did intro-

duce themselves to me to say 

that they had wire-strung harps 

at home, but didn't bring them 

because they always find that 

teachers keep changing the keys 

during a single workshop.  Why 

on earth cannot tutors see the 

value to grouping their 

teaching tunes by key, 

and looking for variation 

by using different modal 

compositions.  It's the 

same in the UK -- and I 

suspect the world 

over.  Wire players are 

not going to be able to 

come out of the Wire 

Ghetto until gut-strung 

teachers learn to re-think 

all this key changing.  At any 

rate, I taught them several 

tunes, and found 

them suitably chal-

lenged to execute all 

the damp-

ing .  "Etouffez!"  I 

kept shouting; I see 

in my dictionary it 

means "suffocate"!  

 

Prosiect Telyn Rawn - Medieval 
Welsh Horsehair Harps 

This inaugural meeting has been 

purposefully scheduled to coordi-

nate with a series of concert-

recitals featuring the music of 

Ann & Charlie Heymann and the 

Cambro-Latin textual work of Dr 

David Howlett.  The calendar of 

events is as 

follows (more information will be 

available in due course): 

 

Friday, 24 October 

Noon Recital; Brecon Cathedral 

Prosiect Telyn Rawn;  

Inaugural Meeting; Tredustan 

Court, Powys, 

early evening, (time TBA) 

 

Saturday, 25 October 

Master Class/Workshop 

 

Tuesday, 28 October 

 'Elegant Artifice: rhythm, 

rhyme, metre and proportion in 

the Middle Ages'; presentation 

by Dr. David Howlett and Ann & 

Charlie Heymann;  Tewkesbury 

Abbey, 12:00–1:00 p.m.  A talk in 

the adjacent Fitzhamon Room 

will immediately follow. 

 

For more information, please 

contact Karen Loomis, 

info@telynrawn.org. 

www.telynrawn.org 

This important 12 volume collec-

tion which was originally publise-

hed in the 1740s is now available 

on 2 CDROMS, which have been 

produced by John Purser and Nick 

Parkes. Both colour and black and 

white facsimiles of each page are 

available to print out as well as 

modern notation and notes for 

each tune. An incredible source of 

Scottish tunes is now easily avail-

able to all. 

CDROMS can be bought from 

www.earlygaelicharp.info 

Both CDs cost £25 +pp, individu-

ally they are £13 +pp. 

The non-profit organization 

'Prosiect Telyn Rawn – Project 

Telyn Rawn' has been estab-

lished to support the develop-

ment of 'y delyn o rawn duloyw' – 

the harp of shining black horse-

hair, its performance practice, 

and those of related traditions of 

its era.   

 

The inaugural meeting will 

hosted by Jenny Moody of Tredu-

stan Court, Powys, on Friday 

evening, the 24th of October.  At 

this meeting it is hoped to estab-

lish the groundwork for future 

works and direction.   

 

With no extant instrument, it is 

essential to define the character-

istics of horsehair strings.  Karen 

Loomis has been leading this 

work, and much has been 

learned about aspects of tone, 

and their response to stress,    

humidity and other fac-

tors.  Horsehair strings of vari-

ous methods of manufacture 

have been tested on multiple 

harps, with resonating lengths 

extending up to 124 

cm. Currently under construc-

tion is a prototype telyn rawn, 

the collaborators being: Ken 

Bloom, Simon Chadwick, Ann 

Heymann, Charlie Heymann, 

Karen Loomis, Jenny Moody and 

her support team. 
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James Oswald’s Caledonian 

Pocket Companion on 

CDROM 



It didn't take long to see and 

hear that Dimitri Boekhorn [at 

the Dinan Festival] was playing 

a harp like no other.  It is a 

lovely harp, and the fact that it 

had totally gold strings started 

everyone buzzing with questions. 

He didn't volunteer the name of 

the owner straight away, and it 

wasn't until the evening's per-

formance that I found out who 

had commissioned it.  It was a 

very happy reunion to meet once 

again a former student of mine 

from Switzerland, who had since 

become very seriously interested 

in wire-strung harps -- Corinne 

Morgenthaler.  She had decided 

she wanted a large instrument, 

and had asked Claude Bioley to 

make her one based on the Cas-

tle Otway harp.  The original is a 

very elegant harp, with a large 

amount of decoration, including 

chevron patterns, foliage and 

roundels with animals.  Accord-

ing to RB Armstong, in his book 

The Irish and Highland Harps 

(1904), the Otway "has all the 

appearance of having been con-

structed during the first half of 

the 17th C" (p. 78).  It is fully 

described between pp. 73-

79.  Further information can also 

be found on Simon Chadwick's 

website (http://

www.earlygaelicharp.info/harps/

otway.htm).  

 

We spent an afternoon discuss-

ing choices she made regarding 

the construction of her harp.  Of 

course she was influenced in the 

good work of Ann Heymann and 

David Kortier (and others) who 

have successfully examined the 

potential for using gold and sil-

ver strings in the bass and into 

the mid-range.  But Corinne 

wanted to have gold throughout 

the harp because she didn't want 

any change in tone which might 

emerge from using different ma-

terials.  So from a simple desire 

to have a consistent sound qual-

ity, her experiment has pushed 

the limits of the string maker's 

art.   

 

We concluded that her harp was-

n't necessarily a "copy" of the 

Otway.  Indeed, the notion of any 

copy is a near-impossibility, in 

the same way that it would be 

impossible to make a 

modern forgery of the 

Mona Lisa.  Rather, her 

harp, which she has 

named "Caravelle", is 

closely based upon the 

original, with a few 

nods to modern conven-

ience.  Some rough 

edges have been 

smoothed off, the string 

spacing equalized, a 

highly beautiful metal-

work cap was commis-

sioned, echoing the foli-

age in the carving, 

which surrounds the 

peak or "nose" of the 

arm, and includes an 

amazing opal.  The 

harp is simply beautiful 

to look at, and to 

play.  There are several 

sound files on Dmitri's 

website (http://

www.harpe.canalblog.com/).  

 I wish her and Dimitri all the 

best in working with it, and we 

look forward to hearing what can 

be learned about the old Irish 

harp music from using such an 

instrument.   

 

.   

A New Otway Harp 
By Bill Taylor 
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Print of the Otway Harp 

from RB Armstrong's 

Irish & Highland Harps, 

1904. 

Another exercise to build up your knowledge and facility with the finger gestures (thumb choke and short 

plait)—refer to Bill Taylor’s booklet if you are unsure how to play any of these. This exercise also sees the 

bottom hand crossing over the top one, and sharing the melody. Practise it at whatever is an appropriate 

tempo for you, but it does not need to be fast. KM 



I have been smitten with 

kanteles.  Perhaps it's something 

to do with the affinity I feel for 

small instruments, but I believe 

they have a lot to teach us about 

recovering a sense of improvisa-

tory freedom, which is a healthy 

thing for any musician to have.   

 

A kantele is a type of Scandina-

vian psaltery, now especially 

played in Finland, but it surely 

derives from an ancient 

source.  Originally they seemed 

to have 5 or 6 strings, but mod-

ern models now have up to 40 

strings, and also fitted with 

sharping levers much like the 

gut-strung lever harps.  Just as 

the word "harp" can refer to any 

instrument held on the lap, and 

ranging up to a gold pedal harp, 

so too "kantele" is used for a wide 

variety of strung instru-

ments.  And just as early harps 

must have been strung with ma-

terials at hand -- horsehair, wire, 

gut, etc. -- so too do we find 

kanteles with different stringing 

materials.  The earliest may 

have been horsehair, and I have 

just ordered a 5-string model 

with horsehair, and I'm very in-

terested to start working with it. 

 

My intent was to explore the 

sorts of sounds perhaps heard by 

Viking musicians.  I will find my-

self on Orkney at the end of Sep-

tember participating in a tour 

with two storytellers in a pro-

gramme about the life of St 

Rognvald.  This Viking Earl 

founded St Magnus Cathedral in 

honour of his uncle, the Viking 

pacifist, Magnus.  2008 is the 

850th anniversary of his death, 

and as part of the summer's ac-

tivities in Orkney we're present-

ing a programme both in schools 

and community venues of his 

celebrated journey from Orkney 

to the Holy Land and back.  The 

programme will mix modern sto-

ries along with the accounts of 

the journey from the Orkneyinga 

Saga, accompanied by instru-

ments known to the Vi-

kings:  panpipes, bone flute, 

small drums, and harps with 

gut, wire and horsehair strings.   

 

We hear the voice accompanied 

by instruments with a narrow 

range of 

notes  the world 

over.  Ben Bagby 

from the medie-

val ensemble Se-

quentia likens 

the sound world 

of the medieval 

harp to the reper-

toire of the Afri-

can thumb piano, or mbira.  He 

dismisses the idea that European 

medieval harps should have 

sounded like our modern ap-

proach to harp music, usually 

having a melody on top of an ar-

peggiated bass.  Rather, he sees 

a connection to the African tradi-

tion of voice and instruments via 

medieval literary references -- 

where harp players often play so 

sweetly "that many who stood or 

sat nearby forgot their own 

names; hearts and ears began to 

lose touch with reality, like mes-

merized fools, and thoughts were 

awakened in many 

ways..." (Benjamin Bagby, 

"Imagining the Early Medieval 

Harp", p. 337, in A Performer's 

Guide to Medieval Music, ed. by 

Ross W. Duffin, 2000, Indiana 

Univ. Press.)  There is a magical 

quality to the playing of the early 

harp players that may have been 

due to hypnotic shifting of pat-

terns, something perhaps like 

what we find in the music from 

the Robert ap Huw manu-

script.  Bagby quotes researcher 

Paul Berliner, who describes 

"Shona mbira music [as consist-

ing] of a continuous stream of 

subtly changing musical ideas; 

its texture is like a fabric of 

tightly interwoven melodic/

rhythmic lines that interact with 

each other." (p. 342) 

 

Having only five strings is not 

just a license, but a command to 

improvise.  There are many 

tunes which are available in dif-

ferent publications for kantele, 

but the overall impression I find 

in my limited search is that 

there is no single stan-

dard.  Players are expected to 

compose.  There 

are many different 

tunings, including 

some unorthodox, 

highly personal 

tunings.  There is 

no standard for 

fingering, except 

that both hand 

share the five 

strings in different ways, either 

plucking them or strum-

ming.  Unfortunately, damping 

does not appear to feature in the 

traditional Finnish tech-

nique.  (This is not to say that 

damping is not wel-

come!)  Rather, the limited range 

of the strings presents an option 

to explore:  diatonic tuning?  pen-

tatonic tuning?  modal?  ma-

jor?  minor?  The choice is yours.   

 

The range of emotion is also 

available for the player to ex-

press.  I am reminded of a com-

ment made by a kantele player 

in the US, my friend Babz 

Schilke.  She mentioned that in 

Finland the old tradition had 

been that every male knew how 

to make his own kantele, which 

was often built following the 

death of a loved one.  The con-

struction occupied the grieving 

individual, and upon completion, 

the player played his grief 

away.  When he felt better, he 

simply hung the kantele on the 

wall.  Emotion becoming mu-

sic.  I'm also reminded of the line 

in Huw Machno's poem address-

ing Robert ap Huw, on behalf of 

another seeking one of his harps: 

Kanteles 
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“There is a magical quality to 

the playing of the early harp 

players that may have been 

due to hypnotic shifting of 

patterns,” 

By Bill Taylor 



Ceimion wrachïod cymwys 

Ys siarad pob teimlad dwys. 

 

Curved/bent appropriate brays  

Speaking every profound feeling.  

 

Music is a language, and every 

tune tells a story.  It really is our 

responsibility to learn to play 

with an emotional vocabulary, 

not just to learn one tune after 

another.  Indeed, we should fulfil 

the ancient prescription for an-

cient Gaelic harp music by learn-

ing to play music which makes 

people laugh, cry and 

sleep.  Having only five strings to 

play is a refreshing way to ex-

plore creative improvisation, 

whether they are strings of 

horsehair, gut or wire.  I look 

forward to reporting back what I 

discovered in the perform-

ances!     

 

For a terrific source of informa-

tion about kanteles, please visit 

Carl Rahkonen's website (http://

www.people.iup.edu/rahkonen/

kantele/), which gives his doc-

toral thesis on the kantele tradi-

tions of Finland:    http://

www.people.iup.edu/rahkonen/

kantele/diss/Title.htm  

 

Several CDs feature 

kanteles.  Amongst them, I find 

one particularly interesting  for 

the historical re-

cordings.  "Kantele:  Suomalaista 

kansanmusiikkia/Folk Music 

from Finland.  Historical re-

cordings from the Folklore Ar-

chives of the Finnish Literature 

Society (YLE)". SKSCD1. 

 

Here in the UK, A Welsh-

Finnish trio named Taith has 

made an exceptionally beautiful 

CD:  Taith, "Now & 

Then".  TRCD001, 

www.taithrecords.co.uk.   
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Following on from the strathspey in the last newsletter, this is another one of my favourite tunes, and it 

seems quite apt to have a Finnish tune to go along with Bill’s Kantele article. Try arranging it to suit 

your own level of playing. KM 

This Welsh and somewhat pagan carol is in a coupled hands arrangement which will fit on very small 

harps as written. But try playing it an octave lower on a larger harp and it makes a buzz rather than 

ringing, much like a bray harp. It is a jolly carol so play it loudly and at a steady pace. In bar 6 (second 

line) the bass hand B tends to give a little staccato skip which I leave in as a sort of ornament. If you 

don’t like it don’t play that note.   SM 

CHRISTMAS IS NOT FAR AWAY! HERE’S SOMETHING TO GIVE YOU PLENTY OF TIME TO LEARN IT 

BEFORE THE FESTIVITIES TAKE OVER…. (more in the next issue) 



In more than one tuning     
By Shahnaz Mosam 
 

“Irish melodies may be distinguished, as to their minor characteristics, into two classes, those which are marked 

by omission of the fourth and seventh tones the diatonic scale, or one of them … and those which … are not” 

 

So begins the first chapter of Edward Bunting’s book The Ancient Music of Ireland, published in 1840, and he 

gives an example of each class. An interesting, but somewhat academic ethnomusicological statement, you 

might think, as I did when I first got the book. I was in a hurry to try out the tunes themselves, with or without 

fourth and seventh notes. It has taken a few years for me to realize the implications of this first class of tunes 

for players of early harps, or indeed any other diatonic instrument. 

I have for some time been aware that some of the tunes I play, both Celtic and not, can be played on the wire 

harp in two different tunings without transposing them. A pattern has emerged which is common to both tradi-

tional and medieval music, concerning tunes which do not use the fourth note of the key in which the harp is 

tuned, regardless of whether the tune itself is in that major key, or in its diatonic relative minor. For example, 

a tune in C (or in a diatonic A minor/aoelian mode) which does not use any Fs or F#s, can be played with the 

harp tuned either in C or in G. Tunes without a B or Bb in F can also be played with the harp tuned in C. 

This theoretical fact has a direct, practical application for diatonic harpers, in that it makes these tunes avail-

able to play without always retuning. Lazy, but useful, and less stress on the strings. Think of all those times at 

the end of a practice when you just want to play that tune in another key, or if you want to make up a set of 

tunes without retuning. Or when the fiddlers and whistle players in a session jump from tune to tune without 

giving you time to retune. These tune are flexible and increase the number of pieces you have available in a 

given tuning. And there are lots of tunes like this; look at what you play and try this out. It is worth knowing 

which of your tunes you can play in more than one tuning, without retuning the instrument. 

 

Of the tunes I know, the following work this way. 

Tunes playable with the harp in C or G: 

Beloved Maiden (June 06 newsletter) 

Breton Waltz 

Ou va tu o pauvre boiteuse? 

St Kilda Song (May 08) 

Rhymer’s March (July 07) original not 19 string setting 

Dreamer’s Round (July 07) 

It is interesting that these last two are contemporary pieces, so perhaps missing the fourth is a natural or in-

stinctive idiom for diatonic harpers. 

There is the Gaelic Waltz in Alain Stivell’s book which I play in G/Em, and Off She Goes (June 06 newsletter) 

both of which can be played with the harp in either G or D. Trop Penser mi Fong Amours (medieval) can be 

played with the harp in both F and C. There must be many more. 

Actually, on a closer analysis, the situation is rather more complicated. In reality, many of these tunes are not 

in a classical major or minor key, but in a mode, or a diatonic minor, where the fundamental and/or final note is 

not the tonic note of the ‘key’ in which the harp is tuned. So that the missed note may not be the fourth note of 

the scale of the tune. Early and traditional music often does not fit into classical theory, when it comes to writ-

ing the tunes down. But the practical side remains simple; if there is no fourth note of the scale of the apparent 

key signature, the tune can also be played in the key/tuning of the dominant, up a fifth, with out however re-

tuning the instrument. 

Of course, not just the melody but also the harmony needs to be without the fourth note. In fact, the exercise by 

Javier Sainz in May 08 newsletter could be played in both C and also G as far as the tune goes, but one would 

have to leave out the F in the harmony (see second bar of each phrase). 

Edward Bunting 



However there is something curious that I have noticed about this moving of a tune, the same sequence of 

notes, from one tuning to another. It may be my imagination, but the sound is not exactly the same, even 

though all the notes are. In general, I have found that even when the harp is tuned up a fifth, ie one note sharp-

ened, even though that note is not played in the piece, these tunes (which are mostly minor or modal), sound 

less melancholy, a bit brighter. This effect is particularly noticeable with wire strings, and makes me wonder if 

the unplayed strings ring anyway, sympathetically, if you like. 

The same notes give a different sensation, create a slightly different atmosphere, when the harp is tuned differ-

ently. One could say that the tune’s aura changes; it is quite subtle, a change in colour rather than sound. Obvi-

ously this is a change peculiar to diatonic harps, which would not exist on double or triple strung ones, or on 

any other chromatic instrument, one of the strange delights of the wire harp and its strong resonance. I would 

be interested to hear if this effect applies to its cousin, the buzzing bray harp. 

More YouTube videos here for you, this time giving you an idea of what a waulking would be like. This is 

when the cloth off the loom was soaked and passed round a rough surface hand to hand by the women 

(for several hours) in order to shrink it before it would be made up into clothes. I’m hoping to have an 

article on this in a forthcoming issue so do your homework now and have a wee look! Most of these clips 

are from a group of women called Sgioba Luaidh (Waulking Team), with the last one from the Laxdale 

Waulking Group (Lewis). 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Kb_EVaRWXE    Frances Dunlop the leader of Sgioba Luaidh intro-

duces waulking at the Pearce Institute in Govan 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heYDV5chh9A&feature=user    waulking at Auchindrain (a folk life 

museum in Argyll) singing Thainig mo bhodachan 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8eq_caO2B0&feature=user   Sgioba Luaidh at Auchindrain singing 

Mo Run Ailein. Gives a good close up of the way the tweed is passed round the table. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1GyEUX9bkU&feature=user    An fhideag airgid (The silver whis-

tle) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGxWYWKK5vU&feature=user  O hao o hao 's mi fo mhi-ghean  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jitl7CvmcQ0&feature=user  Thainig mo bhodachan dhachaidh (My 

old man came home)– a clapping song done to roll the tweed at the end of a waulking 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72sL3Gbr4gQ&feature=user   Soaking the tweed singing the son 

Fhilidh Fhilidh! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eigKEHozskg&feature=related   Laxdale Waulking Group at the 

Poolewe mod 

Webwatch—Orain luaidh air youtube! 

Father Allan Mac-

Donald with a group of 

women waulking on 

Eriskay. 

The waulking group 

Bannal have a CD and 

DVD out called Bho 

Dhòrn gu Dòrn 

(Macmeanmna Skye 

CD32,2006). This would 

be an excellent next step 

for anyone interested in 

waulking songs. 


